
OLAMIDE ADENIYI
hello@oladev.net | github.com/holahmide | oladev.net | https://www.linkedin.com/in/adeniyi-olamide/

+234 8062489517 | Lagos, Nigeria

EDUCATION

Landmark University Graduated Sept 2022
BEng in Electrical and Information Engineering, Certificate in Information Engineering Cumulative GPA: 4.87
Coursework: Software Engineering, Micro-controllers, Data Structures, Algorithms, Programming in C, Object-Oriented
Programming, Differential Equations, Linear Algebra, Discrete Maths, Probability and Statistics, Project Management.

SKILLS & TECHNICAL TOOLS

Languages: Javascript, Typescript, C, C++, HTML, CSS, SQL, PHP.
Technologies: Git, AWS, React, Vue, Jest, Cypress, NextJS, NestJS, NodeJS, PostgreSQL, MongoDB, Redis, Docker, Linux
Kernal, Serverless, DevOps, System Design & Agile.

EXPERIENCE

Triple7events UK | Software Engineer - Events & Fuel Station Platform May 2023 - Dec 2023
● Re-engineered the event ticketing web platform with modern technologies resulting in a 50% increase in the platform’s

speed and overall user experience.
● Developed intricate UIs with React and other web frameworks while implementing rigorous testing (Cypress) to ensure

robust test coverage for UI components.
● Established and enforced enhanced coding standard, thereby elevating confidence in the codebase.
● Innovated features: Real Time Synchronization of Ingresso UK events & local events, Effective caching with react

query.
UpstackHq | Full Stack Developer Oct 2022 - Feb 2023
● Spearheaded the redesign of a slackbot application by crafting the application from ground up using modern

technologies and frameworks for improved user experience and a polished user interface.
● As a result of the revamped website’s exceptional UI and seamless user experience, usage surged by an impressive 70%.
● Collaborated closely with a team of developers to build the company’s core portal using Typescript, React & Tailwind

adopting modern code styles and standardized workflows.

Jetron Mall | Full Stack Developer Dec 2020 - Oct 2022
● Developed a fully scalable web application with NodeJS, React and Typescript employing best practices and ensuring

faster and quality feature releases.
● Ensured the web application was SEO compliant allowing effective search engine crawling and ranking.
● Achieved a 40% performance boost in the application through global state management, analyzed with React profiler.

Hellio Solutions | Web Developer Jun 2019 - Jul 2020
● Elevated efficiency by 80% in the file loading/parsing time for large documents with over 600,000 contacts through

meticulous optimizations of PHP and Javascript features.
● Led the enhancement of designs and overall product experience contributing to the streamlined processing of extensive

datasets.
● Successfully transitioned key platform products from JQuery to React and typescript, ensuring the adoption of modern

solutions across various products, including accurate statistics reports and visualization.

PROJECTS

Brigow Shortlets | React, Typescript & NodeJS
● Developed a full-stack application to connect home-owners to home seekers across various locations, integrating google

map and geolocation systems.
● Incorporated Redis queue to handle jobs and complex processes asynchronously while delivering suitable user

experience for users.
● Leveraged Typescript for better code reliability and wrote unit tests with cypress and react testing library (RTL).

Artefix App | React, Typescript & NestJS
● Integrated cutting-edge geomapping functionalities into the project, enhancing the user experience by enabling artisans

to efficiently connect with individuals seeking installation or repair services based on geographic proximity.
● Implemented robust payment and testing integrations within the project, ensuring seamless and secure transactions.
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